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Amazon turns to
influencer marketing to
reinvigorate Prime Day
Article

The news: This week’s Amazon Prime Day event, its eighth-annual such sale, will incorporate

a new wrinkle: influencer marketing.

The activation: The digital retail juggernaut booked event spaces and loaded them with

goods that would be on sale on Prime Day. Think: bathrooms stocked with cosmetics and

bedrooms loaded with home furnishings.
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Zoom out: Approximately 313 retailers promoted sales alongside Prime Day in 2021—11%

less than the prior year, per RetailMeNot. That could signal how di�cult it is to compete

against a massive event that has built such equity over time.

Why in�uencers? Influencers are growing in importance to the typical consumer.

In Q4 2021, the number of minutes watched on influencer-created content on Facebook and

YouTube was up 7% versus the same period in 2020; media companies and brands,

conversely, were down significantly.

Ukonwa Ojo, then-CMO of Prime Video and Amazon Studios, said during June’s Cannes Lions

festival that creators have gone from a “nice to have” to “a critical part of how we go to

market and how we succeed” over the past few years.

In the weeks preceding Prime Day, the company invited participants in its Amazon In�uencer
Program to visit these “creator houses” in Los Angeles, New York, and Austin to produce

content.

For creators who also sell on the platform, Amazon conducted two webinars that o�ered best

practices on how to optimize Prime Day revenue.

Over 5,000 creators participated in these pre-Prime Day activities, the company reported.

Despite that equity, Prime Day sales growth in recent years has slowed. Average Prime Day
order value dropped 8.5% in 2021 versus two years prior, per Numerator.

US sales will account for over half of global Prime Day sales this year—which could be why

the massive retailer is adding a number of new markets to the sale for the first time.

The novelty is wearing o�—which could be one reason Amazon is turning to influencers to

reinvigorate the event.

That's important, since 68% of those who watch YouTube influencer videos recall the names

of specific brands mentioned.

Of that cohort, 86% have purchased or would consider purchasing a product endorsed by

such an influencer.

One in four communication specialists plan to invest in mid-tier influencers (100,000-999,999)

as part of their 2022 influencer marketing strategies, though authoritatives (experts such as

https://www.ecommercebytes.com/2022/06/26/getting-ready-for-prime-day-2022-two-weeks-and-counting/
https://www.marketingbrew.com/stories/2022/06/23/report-youtube-influencer-marketing-cpms-are-on-the-rise
https://chart-na1.emarketer.com/254208/total-facebook-youtube-video-minutes-watched-among-us-internet-users-by-creator-type-q4-2020-q4-2021-millions-of-hours
https://www.wsj.com/articles/amazons-prime-day-isnt-quite-the-blockbuster-it-once-was-11656235800
https://content-na1.emarketer.com/amazon-prime-day-headline-tk
https://content-na1.emarketer.com/amid-languishing-retail-sales-amazon-changes-course
https://chart-na1.emarketer.com/254135/us-teensadults-who-recall-names-of-specific-brands-highlighted-youtube-influencer-videos-by-age-dec-2021-of-respondents-each-group
https://chart-na1.emarketer.com/256679/which-type-of-influencers-communications-specialists-worldwide-planning-invest-most-part-of-their-2022-influencer-marketing-strategy-of-respondents
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The big takeaway: Creating visually appealing content takes time and e�ort. Making that

process easier for creators so they can produce and distribute content ahead of a big sale

should be the goal of any retailer invested in influencer marketing.

 

doctors and chefs), top-tier influencers, and micro-influencers were in the plans of at least

20% of such professionals.

Three in four communication specialists spend somewhere between 20% and 50% of their

marketing/communication budget dollars on influencer marketing.

https://chart-na1.emarketer.com/256676/share-of-marketingcommunication-budget-currently-spent-on-influencer-marketing-according-communications-specialists-worldwide-sep-2021-of-respondents

